Specific residue interactions as revealed from a few and readily available experiments can be quite important in shaping a protein's tertiary topology by complementing basic and general folding principles. This experimental information is employed in structure prediction (mainchain topology) based on sequence knowledge and the genetic algorithm with its ability to optimize simultaneously many parameters. Examples investigated include the distribution of cysteinyl S-S bonds, protein side-chain ligands to ironsulfur cages, cofactor-ligands, crosslinks amongst sidechains, and conserved hydrophobic and catalytic residues. Such interactions yield an improvement in the predicted topology (0.4-6.6 Å root mean square deviation in the positions of the backbone C α -atoms relative to those observed) compared with those resulting from simulations relying only on basic protein folding principles. For several examples the resultant topology depended critically on knowledge of the few and specific interactions such that the relationship between predicted and observed C α -positions was near random without their use. The combined methodology (experimental data and the genetic algorithm) should prove helpful in settings where experiment and theory can cooperate in successive steps to elucidate an unknown structure. Keywords: protein tertiary structure/disulfide bonds/mainchain topology/cross-links/hydrophobic core/catalytic residues/ evolutionary algorithm.
Introduction
We have shown that several basic protein structure building principles-including hydrophobicity, compactness and hydrogen bonding-are sufficient to yield a reasonable backbone topology in many small proteins with different distributions of secondary structural types; only sequence information and knowledge (known or predicted from sequence) of the secondary structural elements were required (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) . Evidently, not all factors determining a protein's fold have been included. To improve prediction resolution, more complex potentials could be employed (Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994) . Apart from the inherent complexity involved in such an approach, the exact physico-chemical potentials are still not fully understood (Yun-Yu et al., 1993) . Various attempts to predict a protein's fold from sequence information are discussed by Dandekar and Argos (1996) . A recent review on uses of evolutionary algorithms in molecular biology is that of Clark and Westhead (1996) .
Here we investigate an alternative approach, the influence of important and easily identifiable specific residue interactions which were not utilized in our earlier studies based only on protein folding principles (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) . Examples examined in this work include the distribution of cysteinyl S-S bonds, protein side-chain ligands to iron-sulfur cages, cofactor-ligands, crosslinks amongst side-chains, and conserved hydrophobic and catalytic residues. Such information is often readily available from experimental results long before the three-dimensional structure of the protein is known. We concentrated on simple protein examples where a few known residue interactions can be translated into distance constraints which are added to the original genetic algorithm fitness function based on protein topology building principles. The evolutionary structure selection algorithm can optimize many criteria simultaneously (Dandekar and Argos, 1992) and is well suited to combine folding principles and straightforward experimental information. We not only find cases where there is quantitative fold improvement by exploitation of the experimental data, but in more demanding protein topology examples such as iron-sulfur proteins, a topology prediction not much better than random is brought into a more recognizable range relative to that observed. Though the root mean square deviations (r.m.s.d.) of the observed and predicted C α -atoms still range between 4.1 (crambin) and 7.8 Å (barnase), the r.m.s.d. improvement based on the little experimental information incorporated by suitable fitness criteria is substantial with the range covering 0.4-6.6 Å. Though the protein folding problem is far from solved, the additional step forward warrants observation. Further, the combined approach should prove useful in iterative model prediction by the genetic algorithm where further experimental testing and information can yield structural refinement in successive cycles.
Methods

Model
Our approach Argos, 1994, 1996) implements basic protein building principles (Schulz and Schirmer, 1979) as fitness criteria in a genetic algorithm. The protein main chain (C,O,N and C α ) is modeled by taking different Φ and ψ dihedral values for each residue from a set of seven possible standard conformations representative of frequently populated regions in known tertiary structures (Rooman et al., 1991) . Such standard conformations, including turns, are chiral. Thus, topological mirror images for protein structures predicted here are not similarly accessible in the present conformational space. Side chain atoms are not included and are represented only by the mainchain C α -atom. Nonetheless, different amino acid properties such as secondary structure propensity, hydrophobicity and participation in disulfide bonds are part of the fitness criteria as subsequently described.
The genetic algorithm
The conformations of all residues along the amino acid sequence are successively collected together and encoded by a long bit string (a 'chromosome'). Three-bit substrings specify binary states used to represent a particular dihedral backbone conformation for a given residue. Explicit atom positions can then be assigned to each of the backbone atoms (C, O, N and a The term 'des' refers to the abbreviated designation for the criteria involved. b C α -C α (closest distance 3.8 Å, pearl necklace model, Karasawa et al., 1993) and any other mainchain atom overlaps (closest distance 2.47 Å, Schulz and Schirmer, 1979) were counted. c Structural preference rewards all residue conformations encoded in a bit string which agree with the secondary structure (known or predicted) used in the trial. Cooperativity yields a reward for any two consecutive residues in the same dihedral conformation. d For the experimental data examined, a simple distance deviation potential proved optimal. The distances measured are specific for the experimental data used (see text). The term DT refers to the C α -C α distance calculated in the trial structure while DP is the optimal distance derived from known structures as described in the text. The summation is over all appropriate C α -C α pairs where n is the number of pairs considered. e Weight of 30 if considering only conserved isoleucines a PDB refers to the name of the file containing atomic coordinates for the given protein in the Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) . b In this example, some purposefully wrong secondary structure predictions were used (see text). c r.m.s.d. refers to the root-mean-square deviation of all spatially superposed and sequentially equivalent C α atom pairs from the observed and fittest structures. Exp is an abbreviation for experimental.
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C α ) from the dihedral configuration. Only seven possible states were considered (Dandekar and Argos, 1994) : helix, strand and various turn and coil states with some explicit for glycine and proline. Starting from a population of random bit strings, the quality of each encoded structure was judged by a fitness function composed of rewards and punishments:
total fitness ϭ experimental criteria ϩ general and β-strand terms (1).
We used five general criteria Argos, 1994, 1996) , suitably weighted, to judge structural fitness [see Table Ia ].
(i) The total scatter of all (n) residue C α -atoms (res), each (j) with coordinates (x,y,z) around the common center of mass (C m ), (iii) mainchain van-der-Waals atom overlaps; (iv) conformational states which agree with the secondary structure (either known or predicted) for a given subsequence (see notes to Table Ia) ; and (v) the selection for the formation of hydrogen bonds in β-strands and β-sheets and the formation of reverse turns in β-hairpins (Table Ia) where for residue pairs with extended conformation and any backbone nitrogen(N)-carbonyl(C) distance between 2.0 and 5.0 Å a hydrogen bond was designated ('bondcount'). The 'betapair' count was incremented if both a C→N and N→C hydrogen bond occurred between the same two residues. Both 'bondstrand' and 'bondsheet' rewarded cooperative growth of strands and sheets. Reverse turns of fewer than 15 residues between an antiparallel strand pair were counted and rewarded. These criteria are sufficient to predict reasonably (r.m.s.d. 4-6 Å between observed and predicted C α -atoms) the mainchain topology of all-helical folds (Dandekar and Argos, 1994) starting from sequence and secondary structure prediction. Further, 19 proteins, each with fewer than 100 amino acids and with different topologies and secondary structural types, could be similarly predicted with sequence information and known secondary structural elements (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) .
The total fitness (Table I ) measures the quality of the structure encoded by an individual bit string. It is the sum (Equation 1 ) of the general fitness terms (C ϩ cl ϩ pf ϩ co ϩ gs ϩ hs) and the β-strand fitness (hyd ϩ sh) terms plus the term(s) dependent on the selection criterion available from experimental information. The single additive terms from Table Ib were tested in independent trials with specific weights as indicated. For the experimental data examined, a simple distance deviation potential proved optimal:
where DT refers to the C α -C α distance calculated in the trial structure while DP is the optimal distance derived from known structures as described in the Results section and Table Ib . The summation is over all appropriate C α -C α pairs where n is the number of pairs considered. According to the experimental data, specific C α -C α distances were calculated between cystein C α positions in S-S bonds or in iron-sulfur cages and amongst C α positions in chelating residues, conserved hydrophobic or catalytic residues and for residues involved in crosslinks. High quality bit strings (after a random start) were selected preferentially as parents and mutated (1 bit per string per generation) and recombined through cross-over (probability of recombination is 0.2 per bit string per generation and occurs at exactly one equivalent site chosen at random on each of the parental chromosome pairs) to yield the next parental generation of folds. A positive constant keeps the population of prediction trials richer since low fitness individuals may also survive [C in Table  Ia ]. Simulations were run over many generations to allow convergence (the product of population and generation equals 4ϫ10 5 , corresponding to a processing time for one simulation run of 20 min on a VAX 7620 for a 46-residue protein). The topology according to the residue conformations encoded by the fittest bit string found during a simulation was used to determine its success (see below) by comparison with the observed conformations in experimentally determined protein tertiary structural mainchains. For some protein examples, terminal loop residues were not included in the simulations (first residue of ubiquitin; residues 1-2 and 52-54 of ferredoxin; residues 1-18 and 103-113 of hemerythrin; bowman birk inhibitor residues 1-8 and 59-63; barnase residues 1-5 and 110). At least 10 different simulations with different random starts, found to be sufficient in various test structures, were attempted for fitness function tests on a given protein fold. The structure with highest fitness value from the trials was taken as that predicted.
Visualization and topology criteria
Structures resulting from the simulation as well as those experimentally verified were visualized with the protein characterization system of Chelvayanagam and McKlaig (1991) . A computer algorithm originally developed by McLachlan (1979) was utilized to superpose the equivalent observed and predicted C α positions; atomic coordinates for experimentally determined structures were taken from the protein data bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) . The closeness of the structures was judged by the r.m.s.d. of equivalent C α distances in Å after optimal superposition. Simulations were considered to describe successfully the mainchain topology if the protein structure found as the optimal or fittest solution had proper handedness as well as topology and local orientation of the secondary structural elements whose axes (from the first to the last residue of the secondary structure element) were within 20°o f that observed. Dandekar and Argos (1996) have also shown that the simulated structures with best fitness values correspond to those with lowest C α -r.m.s.d. value relative to the observed structure.
The energy gap between the fittest structure with optimal topology prediction and the second most fit structure found in individual simulations was around 4% of the best fitness value after removal of the large positive constant C (Table I) ; the corresponding C α -r.m.s.d. to the observed topology was on average about 0.5 Å higher. For good topology predictions, 10 simulations, each with a different random starting population, were essential in finding the fittest predicted structure. In comparing different batches of 10 simulations for the proteins predicted here, 55% of the top fitness structures displayed the lowest C α -r.m.s.d. relative to the observed fold; in 31% the best topology (lowest r.m.s.d.) was found for the second or third fittest structures which displayed very similar overall topology as the fittest, yielding an 86% success rate in correspondence between fittest predicted structures and the best achievable topology. In the remaining trials, the structures with highest fitness values did not represent the best discernible topology.
Secondary structure prediction
The experimentally determined (correct) secondary structural states of residues in known three-dimensional structures, generally used for the simulations, were calculated from atomic coordinates by the method of Kabsch and Sander (1983) and are found in the DSSP database. Only the information on helices and strands was utilized with residues found in such configurations kept fixed in appropriate standard conformations (Rooman et al., 1991) during the simulation. All other residues were not fixed in the simulations. In some specified trials, prediction of secondary structural states based on sequence alone were taken from application of the methods of Ptitsyn and Finkelstein (1983) and Gibrat et al. (1987) . Only those residues predicted to be in helix or strand by the prediction method were kept fixed, while conformational selection by the genetic algorithm operated freely on all other residues.
Results
Given the immense conformational search space involved in the protein folding problem (Sternberg and Thornton, 1978) , any additional constraints should lead to a better resolved prediction of the tertiary structure. Sibbald (1995) has shown that a few randomly chosen distance constraints do not enhance correct structure prediction, even if derived from the known structural data, as they provide insufficient information. In contrast, constraints from experimental data are directed between important and often sequentially distant groups of the protein and stress underlying protein structure building principles. It is these that we have considered. (Table I) including experimental information on disulfide bonds (specifying all Cys-Cys pairs). The top view illustrates always the final fold in the best simulation with highest fitness value from 10 trials, each with different random starts, while the structure below is that of the experimentally determined fold. 
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We investigated whether such 'natural' constraints can be helpful even if they are few. We wanted to test this hypothesis in the context of our current protein fold predictions relying on basic protein folding principles. Our search strategy with the genetic algorithm offers the advantage of being able to optimize several parameters simultaneously and hence easily exploit additional information available for selection of the correct structure. Suitable fitness criteria according to this experimental data were added as further punishments and rewards [Table Ib ] to the general fitness function and β-strand terms [ Table Ia; see Methods] such that total fitness equals the sum of terms from experimental criteria as well as general folding and β-strand structural principles. The incorporation of disulfide bonds was investigated as a first example with a number of other and different experimental criteria treated in e The β-strand conformation was not possible for loop residues. f The β-strand and lesser-extended P conformations were not allowed for loop residues (Rooman et al., 1991) .
a similar way, covering a total of 11 different protein topologies (Table II) . Since this work focuses on the significance of additional experimental information and residue specific interactions on determining the correct mainchain topology, we generally used known secondary structural elements (unless otherwise stated) determined from the three-dimensional protein structures. This was essential to evaluate the utility of the added experimental constraints without the complicating effects of the uneven quality of secondary structure predictions as used in our earlier works Argos, 1994, 1996) . Nonetheless, we provide a test case which illustrates how a less-than-perfect secondary structural start, as might result from a sequencebased prediction, can be substantially improved by the various fitness criteria which included the experimental information.
Criteria for S-S bonds
A first set of simulations tested disulfide (S-S) bonds between cysteines in the protein. Disulfide bonding data for many proteins are experimental determined and available. In our trials the fold predicted by the genetic algorithm was compared with the observed tertiary structure through superposition of equivalent C α -atoms. Starting information was the amino acid sequence, the known secondary structure and the cysteine pairs known to participate in S-S bridges. The latter experimental information can also be obtained for proteins despite an unknown three-dimensional structure; for instance, purified protein can be cleaved with pepsin under mild conditions, the resulting fragments separated by HPLC and analyzed for total composition and amino acid sequence, and then the connecting disulfide bridges assigned consistent with the peptide fragments found (Schrohenloher and Bennett, 1986) .
To get a proper C α -C α distance table to represent S-S bonds, known protein structures in the PDB database (112 monomers with resolution better than 2.5 Å) were screened by a Perl script (courtesy of Philip Lijnzaad) and the C α -C α distances collected. A mean distance of 6.0 Å was found and used as the optimum for S-S bonds for the fitness function of the genetic algorithm trials. Different parametric schemes for the selection of this optimal distance, as well as weights for the S-S fitness terms, were investigated in a number of 884 trials. The selection operated on the protein building criteria investigated earlier (see Methods) plus additional rewards or punishments for the C α -C α distances of Cys pairs involved in S-S bonds. Such virtual distances will be heretofore referred to as S-S bond distances. Fitness function schemes employed included punishment according to the square root of the sum of the distances or distances squared over all S-S bonds between given Cys-Cys pairs, punishment according to the sum of the distances of all S-S bond deviations from the optimal distance, and punishment according to the longest S-S bond. Rewards tested involved additions to the fitness function according to the closeness of the S-S bond distance to the optimal distance, using a step potential (6.0 Ϯ 0.5 Å, Ϯ 1.0 Å or Ϯ 1.5 Å) or using the observed S-S bond distribution from the database screen and rewarding according to the occurrence of the S-S bond distances in bins of 0.5 Å around the average distance of 6.0 Å. Also all combinations of these various reward and punishment terms were examined. Table Ib gives the equation forming the optimal S-S fitness term.
Initial experiments showed that selection for S-S bonds required a considerable fitness weight to be effective. Subsequent experiments showed that for the most effective selection (see below), a weight of 500, used uniformly in all S-S protein trials, was optimal. An observed S-S bond is a strong constraint and hence has to be selected with an appropriate weight. Still higher weights (ജ600) reduced efficient selection for other important features of the structure (for instance, no clashes) while lower weights (ഛ400) did not achieve as low a C α -r.m.s.d. to the observed structure. With its decisive weight, this criterion represented 37% of the total fitness value during selection.
The most effective selection, judged by comparing the r.m.s.d. value of the fittest individual obtained to the r.m.s.d.s observed earlier without any additional S-S experimental information (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) , was achieved by using the square root of the sum of the squared deviations from the average optimal S-S bond distance (6.0 Å) devided by the number of the expected S-S bonds. Crambin (PDB file 1CRN; Hendrickson and Teeter, 1981) with three disulfide Fig. 2 . Stereo views of the folds for ferredoxin. The top represents the simulation result (C α -r.m.s.d. to observed 6.4 Å) using the additional experimental information on the iron-sulfur cluster, the middle is the experimentally solved structure, and the bottom structure is the best fold (C α -r.m.s.d. to observed 8.4 Å) achieved without using information on the presence of the iron-sulfur cluster (terminal residue types are indicated). Virtual bonds connecting sequential C α atoms are shown as connecting lines. The experimental information used in this trial involved the presence of two iron-sulfur cages (see text) where the involved cysteines are indicated.
bonds, the bowman birk inhibitor (1BBI; Werner and Wemmer, 1992 ; six S-S bonds), charybdotoxin (2CRD; Bontems et al., 1992 ; three S-S bonds), a scorpion toxin (2SN3; Zhao et al., 1992 ; four S-S bonds) and antifungal protein (1AFP, CamposOlivos et al., 1995; four S-S bonds) were chosen as examples 885 to test the effect and influence of the S-S information in achieving the correct topology as well as to decide on optimal criteria and weights. Figures 1a-e compare the structures selected by the algorithm (fittest individuals) with the observed PDB structures. The optimal scheme based on squared devi-ations from the optimal S-S distance and a fitness weight of 500 were used for all the structures. The crambin C α -r.m.s.d. of 4.1 Å, relative to the observed structure, represents a gain of 1.3 Å compared with simulations without the S-S information (Table II) . The topology achieved is close to that of the crystal structure. The predicted topology for the scorpion toxin (r.m.s.d. 7.3 Å) depends on the S-S bond information. Without it the topology prediction is not usable (Table Ib) . This protein displays relatively long mainchain regions with little secondary structure and in these regions the S-S bond information improves the topology. The C α -r.m.s.d. achieved for the structure without the experimental data approaches random (Table III) . For charybdotoxin, the improvement is 2.0 Å while for the bowman birk inhibitor a 0.5 Å gain is achieved when the predictions are compared with folding trials not based on the S-S pairs (Table II) . Also in antifungal protein the consideration of S-S bonds lead to a decisive improvement in topology prediction (Table IIb) , the topology is non-negligibly influenced by four S-S bonds ( Figure 1e ).
As a negative control for our folding trials, in particular for those more demanding protein topologies where the C α -r.m.s.d. achieved with the basic fitness criteria but without experimental information is poor (Table Ia) , we compared the C α -r.m.s.d.s achieved by the fittest structures from the genetic algorithm simulations with those based on randomly chosen starting structures (Table III) . Random structures of the same chain length and sequence as the protein example were generated using the seven standard dihedral conformations for each residue (see Methods). Three generation types were used: structures with no fixed secondary structural elements (i.e. all standard conformations allowed at each residue in a random structure, Table III first column); structures with fixed secondary structural elements (helices and strand regions according to the known structures) and with randomly chosen conformations from the standard seven for the loop regions (Table III , second column) or excluding any extended conformations from the loop regions (Table III , third and fourth column). Table III illustrates that random starting structures, which possess the known secondary structure elements (helices and strands) in general correspondence with the procedures used here, are far from the correct topology (average C α -r.m.s.d. 13.7-30.7 Å). Removing in loop regions the β-strand conforma-tion, which could be responsible for particularly elongated folds with fixed secondary structural segments, alters little the C α -r.m.s.d. values. Removal of both the β-strand and the lesser extended 'P' conformation (Rooman et al., 1991) also yields similar r.m.s.d.s. Further, despite fixed helices and strands, the conformational space to be searched by the genetic algorithm is still enormous with more than 10 15 different states possible in the present examples.
Only a combination of criteria is able to select low r.m.s.d. structures. The additional constraints from experimental data proved an important part of the total fitness with values between 3 and 38% (depending on the criterion) of the total fitness. Cohen and Sternberg (1980) used as a control self-avoiding random walk structures with the same excluded volume as the proteins under test and with fixed 3.8 Å C α -C α distances, but no restraints from standard conformations or fixed secondary structure. With their criteria, r.m.s.d. values ranging from 11.4 (crambin) up to 14.1 Å (barnase) were found for the proteins examined here. These values are clearly higher than those resulting from the combined fitness criteria (Table I) and genetic algorithm applied here (Table II) .
Similar parameters for other experimental data
We also examined other selection criteria from simple experimental data. Each of them was tested independently from the others and added as a single fitness term to the general and β-strand fitness terms investigated earlier (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) .
A first example involved proteins with iron-sulfur cages (Spiro, 1982) , which are important in a number of redox reactions (including our test example, ferredoxin) and biochemical pathways such as oxidative phosphorylation and the citric acid cycle. Protein structures with such features had proven in earlier trials (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) too difficult for (Table IIb) and thus approached the C α -deviations expected between the observed and randomly chosen structures (Table III) . It was suggested that the standard packing criteria would not permit a larger cavity to accommodate the iron-sulfur cage and thus yield an incorrect topology. The occurrence of an iron-sulfur cage can be easily determined by biochemical experiments; for instance, by chemically modifying (Everse et al., 1994) or mutating (Guigliarelli et al., 1996) the contacting SH groups (to identify their positions) and by chemical detection of the iron (Everse et al., 1994) . Further, atom distances in different cubic iron-sulfur clusters (four irons and four sulfurs) are similar in different structures. Iron-sulfur clusters can also be readily detected by electron paramagnetic resonance (Guigliarelli et al., 1996) . The fitness criterion for the iron-sulfur cage was implemented in a straight forward way utilizing experience from the disulfide bond trials; namely, the C α -atom distances of all cysteine pairs involved in the iron-sulfur cage were selected relative to the optimal distance required to accommodate the cage (7.8 Å observed over several ferredoxin tertiary structures between cysteine C α -atoms involved in one cage). No further positional or directional information was employed in the fitness function; iron atoms were also not included in the simulation. Again, the sum of the square of the distance deviations from the optimal distance proved to be best for efficient structure selection.
As a test example, Figure 2 shows the results for ferredoxin 1FDX; Adman et al., 1976) . Ferredoxin has two iron-sulfur cages; cysteines at residue numbers 8, 11, 14 and 45 participate in the first cage and cysteines at position 18, 35, 38 and 41 in the second. After trials with different weights, 500 again proved to be optimal (representing 32% of total fitness during Figure 1 ; however, another selection criterion from experimental data was used. Conserved hydrophobic residues used in the hydrophobic core fitness term (cons, Table Ib) were selected from multiply aligned sequences related to crambin (see text for details). The top illustration represents the final fold in the simulation (C α -r.m.s.d. to observed 5.0 Å) with highest fitness while the bottom view is taken from the experimentally determined structure. Virtual bonds connecting successive C α atoms are shown as connecting lines. (b) Simulated and observed folds for ubiquitin. The simulation involved an additional selection criterion from experimental data based on conserved hydrophobic isoleucines that form a core. The top fold is the best simulated structure, (C α -r.m.s.d. to observed 6.5 Å), the middle is the observed crystal structure, and the bottom is the fold achieved without the information on the conserved core (C α -r.m.s.d. to observed 7.7 Å). Virtual bonds connecting successive C α atoms are shown as connecting lines. selection). The C α -r.m.s.d. to those observed was 6.4 Å, and the predicted structure reliant on this experimental information showed a reasonable mainchain topology despite a general lack of regular secondary structure. Moreover, this result illustrates that suitable fitness criteria can easily select a suitable pocket for the iron-sulfur cluster in genetic algorithm simulations (Figure 2, top) .
Another simple constraint investigated concerned residues contacting a cofactor. Important cofactors are almost always revealed long before the three-dimensional structure of a protein is determined; for example, NAD or NADP can already be detected by typical photometric absorption (Sauer, 1995) . As a test example, we choose hemerythrin and the histidines chelating the two irons in its core. The histidine groups involved can be elicited by chemical modification or mutagenesis, and the iron content by chemical analysis (Everse et al., 1994) . Multiple amino acid sequence alignments can also point to important chelating residues by virtue of their exact conservation. Figure 3 illustrates how this criterion can improve Stenkamp et al., 1982) . Only the average pairwise C α -C α distance (7.4 Å) between the five iron-contacting histidines (Stenkamp et al., 1985; 7.4 Å) was given as the optimal distance; again, no positional information was used and the iron atoms were not included in the simulation. The optimal weight found was 180 (4.2% of total fitness during selection). Higher weights trapped the structure into aberrant conformations to satisfy the criteria; lower weights did not result in prediction improvement. A higher accuracy of structure prediction was achieved with the ligand distance criteria, C α -r.m.s.d. to observed of 4.3 Å, an improvement over 4.9 Å without this experimental information (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) . The topology achieved delineates the four helix bundle fold quite close and in correct orientation as well as the arrangement of the helices (Figure 3, top) .
Conserved hydrophobic residues
With the advent of facile nucleotide sequencing, knowledge of homologous protein sequences is increasing at a rapid rate.
The resulting multiple alignments contain much additional information which may be exploited for better selection criteria. As an illustration, we have selected formation of a hydrophobic core formed by completely conserved hydrophobic residues within an alignment. This hydrophobic fitness term (Table  Ib) included only those hydrophobic residues (defined as in Methods) conserved in the automated sequence compilation available from the SSPRED program package (Metha et al., 1995) . Figure 4a shows the results obtained for crambin (C α -r.m.s.d. to observed 5.0 Å) using an optimal pairwise distance of 4.3 Å which is the average in the observed crystal structure. The following core residues, as numbered in the crambin PDB atomic coordinate file, were identified: cysteines 3, 4, 16, 26, 32, 34, 40; Phe13; Leu18; Ile25 and Tyr29. With an optimal weight of 5, the topology prediction is about 0.4 Å better than the C α -r.m.s.d. achieved without the hydrophobic core information. However, an even better topology was predicted with only the additional knowledge of specific S-S bonds (see Figure 1a ). Figure 4b shows that a more complicated structure, ubiquitin 1UBI; Vijay- Kumar et al., 1987) may profit more from this additional information where the C α -r.m.s.d. to observed is 6.5 Å, which is 1.2 Å better than without the additional experimental information. Here only the conserved hydrophobic isoleucines (residues 2, 22, 29, 35, 43 and 60) and their pairwise average distance of 8.8 Å (as in the observed structure) was employed. Though the core region is now better predicted (Fig 4b, top) than without this information 
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(representing 7.2% of the total fitness during selection; Figure  4b , bottom) the 6.5 Å C α -r.m.s.d. is nonetheless high and the topology certainly requires more prediction accuracy for higher resolution applications. For an unknown protein structure, estimation of distances in the hydrophobic cluster would require additional experiments such as cross-linking or mutagenesis of core residues. In larger proteins, the average core residue distance threshold should be correspondingly larger. Reasonable values could be estimated from hydrophobic cores of proteins with similar molecular weight and with known tertiary structure, as also shown in the S-S bond trials and for catalytic core residues (Fig. 7) where an average distance estimate proved sufficient. From the examples given here, inclusion of the corresponding fitness term is thus likely to be useful.
Crosslinks
Residue crosslinking data provides yet another source of information typically available for unknown tertiary structures (Dubreuil, 1991) . A crosslinking reaction usually involves residues in close spatial contact (5-11 Å), though with longer crosslinkers larger distances (22 Å) can be spanned. A large variety of different crosslinking reagents exist such that virtually any amino acid can be crosslinked to any other (e.g. with formaldehyde or photoactive links). However, it is generally much easier to link amino acids with reactive species in their sidechain (e.g. free amino groups or free hydroxy or thiol groups) and in close spatial proximity (Tae, 1983) . This experimental information can again be represented as an additional selection criterion for the genetic algorithm.
Proteins with known three-dimensional structure and investigated earlier served as test folds. The optimal weight for selection of structural vicinities according to the crosslinking data was lower than in the disulfide bond case; namely a weight of 100 (representing 5.9% of total fitness during selection). A higher weight distorted the structure, and a lower weight did not improve the prediction results. To account for the inherent uncertainty in the exact distance between two residues found to be in proximity by crosslinking, a standard C α -C α crosslinking distance of 9.0 Å was assumed in all protein trials. From the different potentials tested, again a fitness punishment term (Table Ib) according to the square root of the sum of the squares of the deviations from the optimal crosslinking distance proved best in predicting topology. In crambin, all Ser and Thr residues were considered and the spatially closest pairs were taken; namely, Thr2 and Thr39 as well as Ser11 and Thr30. The added crosslinker information achieved a similar improvement (Figure 4a ) as that observed from the conserved hydrophics. In the ubiquitin fold, utilizing the information from crosslinks between Lys6 and Lys11 and between Met1 and Lys63 (reactive amino groups) achieved a reasonable topology (Figure 5a ) with C α -r.m.s.d. to those observed at 7.0 Å, corresponding to an improvement of 0.7 Å using this experimental information. For bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, the knowledge that Lys41 is in crosslinking distance to Tyr10, Lys15 near to Tyr35, and Lys46 close to Tyr21 achieved a C α -r.m.s.d. of 5.0 Å which is 0.7 Å less than that achieved without this information and does not differ much from the topology according to the crystal structure (Figure 5b ). Terminal residue types are indicated, and virtual bonds connecting successive C α atoms are shown as connecting lines. Simulation conditions are those described in the legend of Figure 1 ; however, a poor secondary structure prediction used was counterbalanced by input of crosslinking information to the fitness function (see text).
Incomplete or incorrect secondary structure
We also investigated if readily available experimental information can be helpful in topology predictions from sequence data alone to correct for poor secondary structure predictions. Again, the additional information is represented as a further fitness criterion (see equation 1) and can help to balance wrong prediction of secondary structure types from the sequence. Figure 6 illustrates the fittest simulation for domain B1 of protein G (2GB1; Gronenborn et al., 1991) where the secondary structure prediction missed two inner β-strands, a condition shown earlier (Dandekar and Argos, 1996) to impede the algorithm from achieving a reasonable topology (C α -r.m.s.d. to observed greater than 8.0 Å, Table Ib ). However, utilizing the knowledge that Thr44 and Thr53 as well as Thr2 and Thr18 are in close crosslinking distance (optimal distance 5.2 Å as observed) can achieve a reasonable topology prediction with only secondary structure predictions based on sequence information and not including two essential strands, which nevertheless were promoted to fold by the combined fitness criteria of the algorithm. Figure 7 illustrates that a larger and more complex protein structure (barnase) can be better predicted by a combination of experimental data and the standard fitness criteria (Table I) . Simple chemical modification (Yoshida et al., 1976; Mauguen et al., 1982) reveals that His102, Glu73, Arg83 and Arg87 form a catalytic core (residue numbering according to PDB), but exact distances are not known from such an experiment. Thus a general distance constraint of 9.0 Å between the C α of all catalytic residue pairs (criterion implementation as in the crosslinking trials, Table Ib ) was used as the selection criterion to incorporate this information. The simulation result leads to a topology prediction (Figure 7 ) that is now removed from the random range (Table II and III) . Though the simulated barnase topology does not always follow that observed, the spatial relationships amongst the various substructures are generally preserved. Aszodi et al. (1995) discussed the use of distance constraints between atom pairs in predicting a protein fold and found that only a few (less than 20) is insufficient. When structural equivalences between residues in scaffold and target proteins are expressed in terms of conserved interatomic distances, the resulting distance geometry representation provides a mechanism for homology modeling (Aszodi and Taylor, 1996) . For small helical proteins, Skolnick et al. (1993) used experimental data as a subsequent 'refinement' for their complex potentials in lattice simulations. We have shown here that for simulations based upon the genetic algorithm, only a few distance constraints inferred from straightforward experiments 
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are helpful in grid free simulations over a number of different protein topologies. Sibbald (1995) investigated in a theoretical paper the amount of information needed to determine high resolution structure and obtained 30 bits per residue. Lund et al. (1996) found that one additional constraint (besides known secondary structure and sequence) for every amino acid in the protein is required to determine the approximate topology of the structure. In contrast, the genetic algorithm as utilized here requires much less experimental information which can be easily coded into selection parameters that can be combined with a few basic folding principles to achieve a good to reasonable topology for the protein's backbone structure. With only a few and general distance constraints from often readily available experiments, the improvement in r.m.s.d. C α -positions ranged from 0.4 to 6.6 Å, albeit the fittest folds still strayed from the observed by 4.1 (crambin) to 7.8 Å (barnase). Though these results do not point to fully resolved structures, they should be useful in low resolution models from which further refinement can proceed and certain structural features inferred such as possible receptor or ligand binding regions derived from far separated sequence sites. C α -r.m.s.d. improvement up to 6.6 Å would appear significant. Further, the results point to the substantial influence of a few specific interactions on protein folding.
The task to cope with more complex and larger structures nonetheless remains. Except for barnase (108 amino acid residues), trials here have been limited to proteins with fewer than 100 residues and eight secondary structural elements (helices or strands). For clarity, the effect of a single experimentally-derived criterion was investigated. Nonetheless, combinations can be similarly employed.
